Addressing Complexity in Consumer Technologies and Applications: A Transdisciplinary Dialogue

The 2022 IEEE International Symposium on Digital Privacy and Social Media (ISDPSM 2022), held in Silicon Valley, San Jose, California, USA on August 1, 2022, provided a forum for diverse stakeholders to meet on topics relevant to consumer technologies, digital privacy, and social media. Stakeholders from industry, academia, and government contributed to the symposium theme: “Applying Engineering Solutions to a Complex Set of Issues” to consider diverse perspectives on consumer technologies.

This call aims to document and further the dialogue between a variety of stakeholders in the consumer technologies and applications innovation ecosystem (Etzkowitz & Leydesdorff, 1995; Carayannis et al., 2021) with respect to Digital Privacy and Social Media. Submissions include, but are not limited to, industry, government bodies and regulatory agencies (local, state and federal), non-government organizations with an advocacy focus (e.g. consumer action, privacy rights, security), not-for-profits dedicated to the rights of children and professionalization of the tech sector, academic research institutions, professional institutions, standards bodies (e.g. anonymity, identity), civil society (citizens/consumers/users), among other stakeholders (Farthing et al., 2021).

Interdisciplinary approaches to innovation are essential for the design and development of consumer technologies and applications acknowledging the objectives of various stakeholders (Crow & Dabars, 2017). From an applied perspective, these approaches inspect and examine a consumer technology thematic interest from numerous disciplinary fields, taking into account the purposive, normative, pragmatic and/or empirical layers (Jantsch, 1947). Transdisciplinary approaches to co-design require three or more stakeholder types to come together to innovate, demonstrating cooperation and collaboration between academia, industry and government entities, among other stakeholders (Crow & Dabars, 2017). The inspiration for such a derivation has come from the triple helix (Etzkowitz & Leydesdorff, 1995), further developed by numerous scholars with revised or enhanced manifestations in quadruple, quintuple and n-tuple helices demonstrating increasing complex innovation ecosystems (Carayannis & Campbell, 2022; Carayannis et al., 2018; Bartolini et al., 2022).

This approach to considering the implications of consumer technologies and applications also draws inspiration from social-technical approaches to design in the public interest relevant to new features and functions, some of which have unanticipated and unintended consequences (Abbas et al., 2021a; b; c; Abbas & Michael, 2022). By providing solutions-oriented engineering, for example privacy engineering toward the operationalization of a determined value, commensurate responses to the demand for appropriate consent using privacy preserving age verification can be considered, right through to the construction of consumer technology policy sandboxes anticipating adequate governance structures, and even app safeguards and deliberate consideration for members of the public (Gutierrez et al, 2021).

This call for articles intends to build on the Symposium, inviting organizers, presenters, delegates, and virtual registrants to respond to the theme of “Addressing Complexity in Consumer Technologies and Applications: Transdisciplinary Perspectives”.

TOPICS OF INTEREST:

- Digital privacy in smart cities, smart campuses, communication networks, cloud computing, edge and smart devices, smart systems, digital data, and online applications
- Consumer technologies, vulnerable communities, underrepresented minorities and social and economic implications
- Embedding privacy-by-design, security-by-design, and other value-sensitive/ value-based design approaches in the design of consumer technology and applications
- Technology and risk assessment approaches in the design of consumer technologies
- Identifying privacy risks, and adopting privacy engineering methods toward privacy transformation
- Design justice approaches to consumer technology and application development, incorporating gender, age appropriateness, neurodiversity and more
- Socio-technical, co-design and other design methodologies in consumer technology development
- Age appropriate digital services for children, age gating, terms and conditions, privacy policies, soft law, regulatory responses inclusive of penalties, and the law
- Product testing and engineering of consumer technologies and their evaluation: smart watches, IoT devices, gaming consoles, surveillance devices, drones, etc
- The importance of privacy preserving age verification, anonymity, and digital identity standards
- Data ethics, data privacy, data security, data control
- Metaverse, digital reality, and emerging business models beyond the advertising model
- Public interest technologies, civic technology, public-private partnerships, open data and application initiatives
- Mental health monitoring, anti-gambling, social media addiction awareness applications, behavioral biometrics and human hacking
- Behavioural economics, behavioural engineering, persuasive design, pre-suasion, and post-pandemic behaviours of youth and social media usage
- Smartphone addiction, social media addiction, surveillance, and suicide
- Consumer personally identifiable information (PII), sensitive data, data breach notifications, service level agreements (SLAs) and class action lawsuits
- Digital rights, deceased persons, digital afterlife, digital sovereignty, governance
- Emerging technologies and AI, digital reality, virtual reality, augmented reality and metaverse and their corresponding impact on social media
- Consumer technology and application innovation ecosystems
- Responsible innovation and strategy with respect to consumer technologies, inclusive of trends in trust and human rights
- Futures, reimagining, socio-technical and techno-scientific imaginaries
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